We are rapidly approaching a Canadian society – and a world society too – in which human
work will be unnecessary! We call that new society paradism.

"Paradism is the essential key to the future of humanity. And it's possible now... It can be
done in a few weeks, not in a few years... just a few weeks!"- Rael

Introduction

This document is intended primarily for politicians and the media, since the former have the
power to change things and the latter to influence them. (That is, as long as they have the
will to do it.)
But this text also speaks to all who know that work can soon be rapidly eliminated through
science and the cutting edge technologies available today, especially robotics.

Those who become unemployed through this change need not lack for anything. Instead,
they can blossom and thrive in a leisure society, where the arts, sports, mutual aid and
collaboration will prevail. Robot workers will meet all material needs. That is paradism!

Those who rightly question the current functioning of our society can help bring about the
profound changes essential to create the just, idyllic society just described. By actively contributing to those changes, they will be able to leave a positive heritage for the entire world.

Under the current system, a few people are using technology selfishly, impoverishing the
majority (many of whom have already lost or are about to lose their jobs due to technological
advances) to enrich only themselves. Technological progress is inevitable, but it should be
used for the good of everyone, not just the few who currently profit from it.
Without change, humanity faces imminent worldwide, violent revolution.

In fact, the first tremors of that revolution have already occurred in several parts of the world.
Young people unable to find jobs are becoming desperate. Idle and without hope, they join
violent movements, go to war or jihad and aggressively compete against each other for
scarce resources.

Under paradism, technology will free humans from labour. The increased productivity made
possible by automation and robotics will benefit the entire community, not just a privileged
few. Everyone will be on yearlong vacation and enjoy an exceptional quality of life without
having to work.

Who hasn’t dreamt about this heaven on Earth? Yet it’s no longer a dream, since paradism
is imminent! As Rael says, we can create paradism now, not later! Paradism’s time has
come!

But to make it reality, we need to embrace change, and we need to persuade those in power
to embrace it too. Paradism is for everyone!

Our economic system no longer works!
Canada’s economic reality is more or less the same as that of other so-called “First World”
countries. It’s easy to see that our current economic system of capitalism isn’t working.
Countries must continue to borrow to pay even the interest on their accumulated debt;
purchasing power continues to fall; and more and more countries are already in default of
their debt payments. Meanwhile, many human job categories disappear each year in the
wake of technological advances.
These four factors alone signify imminent disaster. But the solutions proposed by our
governments to create economic growth belong to the past. It’s a past that must be
overcome, not preserved. It’s time to change our paradigms about how society functions.
Yet 21st century politicians are still clinging to ineffective solutions.

For example, with the excuse that they are helping to balance government budgets, they
adopt “austerity policies” that reduce or eliminate existing social services. Such policies
only serve to further impoverish the communities involved without solving the problem.

To solve a problem, one must first understand its underlying cause.
Under the current system, national debts and accumulated interest continue to skyrocket
and will never be repaid. Why perpetuate this nonworking system?

To stop the bleeding in Canada, the Canadian government must first return to its central
bank the power of borrowing from the state without interest. It must also make other
changes, both short term and long term.

The attached document contains a critical description of the current economic situation. It
also provides information about advances in science and technology that can offer
solutions if the government takes the necessary corrective measures in time.

The Fundamental Premises of Paradism
1) Liberate human beings from work.

Why continue to focus on goals of economic growth and full employment when technology
offers everyone on Earth the possibility of living lives free of the obligation to work? (Under
paradism, those who want to pursue effortful activities will be able to do that, but it will be
out of choice, not necessity.)

Worldwide, we must ensure once and for all that human beings are no longer enslaved
for work purposes or treated as subjects that can be turned into unquestioning sheep.
The majority of what humans currently accomplish at work - and soon all work – will soon
be done better, more efficiently, more reliably and at much lower cost, by machines and
robots. In worldwide locations, robots are already producing cars using very little human
labour. Toyota already has a fully automated assembly plant. Very soon, all manufacturing
facilities will be fully automated.

If today’s technology already makes it possible to liberate human beings from labour, it is
a crime against humanity to continue keeping people under the bondage of work. In a
world where work is fully automated, human beings will no longer be managed or governed by anyone else. They will be the master of their own lives and the creators of their
own destinies.

Science now offers multiple solutions for replacing human labour: robotics, nano-robotics
and other nanotechnologies, artificial intelligence, 3D printing and a host of other innovations that are developing rapidly. (See the document in the appendix for an overview of
what already exists.) 2

2 See Appendix chapter 3.

2) Eliminate money.

When computers and machines can meet all human needs and all desired products can
be produced in abundance, money will no longer be needed. Machines capable of making
any object, in any specified shape, already exist. Very soon, such machines will be able
to satisfy all human requests for luxury items as well as items of necessity. And they will
be able to do so almost instantly and at almost no cost.

3) Prioritize scientific development.

The continuing development of nanotechnology will be one of paradism’s highest priorities.

Nano-replicators and nano-robots will assemble, atom by atom, whatever humans desire.
Using materials extracted directly from the air and ground, they will be able to replicate
any object with ease, including food prepared from any desired recipe. Upon request,
nano-replicators will also be able to synthesize any desired texture or taste. The resulting
product will be either an exact copy or an improvement on the original, as specified.
Nanotechnology will also be good for the environment. We will soon be able to return
most of today’s farmland to its natural ecological state while reserving a smaller portion
for recreational purposes. 3

4) Give every citizen some free, quality food.

With technology that already exists, robots could plant and harvest all fruits and vegetables on farms while we await further developments in nanotechnology. It would also be
easy to program robotic vehicles to deliver that food directly to consumers after they have
made their selections online.

3 See Appendix, chapter3c.

5) Provide health care 24/7.
Very soon, humanoid robots will do medical check-ups, run analyses and perform diagnostics much more precisely and accurately than today’s human health professionals are
able to do. These developments are imminent! Robotic nurses already exist in Japan, and
robotic surgeons are already performing operations with greater accuracy than human
surgeons. What’s more, they can operate 24/7. And soon we will add biological printers
that can produce organs upon request that match the exact composition of our own cells!

Under paradism, every human being will get the best medical treatment available. Those
who pursue scientific research will do so not as work for pay but out of personal choice,
out of their passion to contribute to others’ well being and the improvement of society.
Scientists, artists and all others who contribute to improving the health, well being and
happiness of the population will be recognized for their voluntary achievements and honoured as heroes.
Specialists in all fields will have access to all resources and to all the training they wish.
For example, the latest discoveries in medications and treatments will be available to every
researcher for free.

Research on stem cells will be given high priority, since it holds the promise of regenerating
replacements for damaged tissues and organs. Once this technology is perfected, any
malfunction or injury caused by disease, genetics or accident will be easily corrected or
even prevented. The aging process will first be slowed, and then stopped altogether. Eventually it will even be reversible. At that point, we will have conquered death scientifically
and have access to eternal life.

Soon, any object of daily life, from a wrench to a sport car, will be readily produced on site
and for free upon request. (The technology to do this exists today; several examples are
included in Chapter 3 of the Appendix, while Chapter 4 describes some of the related
experiences already occurring in small and large communities.) 4

4. Appendix chapter 3 and 4.

6) Ensure that technology benefits everyone, not just a few.

Under paradism, resources, knowledge and technology will belong to the entire community,
not to private interests. Machines and robots don’t need to be paid for extraction of their
needed resources or for any other work. Everything they do and everything they produce
will be free to everyone.
With this reality of unlimited abundance so imminent, why try so desperately to retain and
create jobs? Many of those jobs offer compensation that is barely adequate for meeting
basic needs.
Why not give all work to a multitude of robots programmed to serve humanity by providing
a better quality of life for every human being?

Characteristics of paradism:

1. Paradism is a society that respects the environment and
repairs all environmental mistakes made in the past.

Combating pollution isn’t top priority today because the goal of profit maximization still
dominates decisions. It will be of great concern only when it’s almost too late to repair the
damage wrought by rampant pollution and other ecological blunders. Under our current
economic system, we’re well into the danger zone. It is almost too late.

Under paradism, the health and well being of humanity and all other life forms will be a
very important priority. Resources must first go toward the full restoration of earth’s natural
ecosystems. Our planet must be kept clean and pleasant for the harmonious development
of all forms of life here, including human beings!

Among other things, this directive signifies the need for immediate, multilateral and complete demilitarization. Worldwide, we must dismantle and prohibit all weapons designed
to kill or injure humans.

We also need to control population growth so that we can achieve and maintain ecological
balance. Earth’s total human population must be kept at a level at which our resources
and technology can ensure the well being of everyone, both now and for future generations.

In addition, to avoid living on mountains of waste, every physical object must be recyclable
and (ultimately) biodegradable or reusable by nano-robots. Biotechnology must be further
developed to provide all the components and materials needed to meet these stipulations.
We need to achieve manufacturing processes in which all the steps are completed either
biologically or through biological assimilation.

2. Paradism is a society that has moved beyond
monetary and governmental systems.

Our current monetary and political systems are reaching the end of the road. Both will
collapse at the same time, and humanity will soon face crucial decisions. For the short to
medium term, the creation of a global currency and a world government could solve our
current financial crisis and other dilemmas. But a global currency and universal government are just stopgap solutions. To achieve true paradise on earth, i.e., paradism, we must
make the transition to a world without money or what we presently call “government.”

During the transition period, the interim world government will not govern or lead the
population, but will instead carry out "global governance.” This interim body will manage
money supplies (while money lasts), energy, resources, population services, recreation,
and environmental/ecological restoration. It will thus manage the planet without governing
the population.

3. Paradism is a society in which the artificial
geographical constructions known as countries
have been eliminated, since borders and boun no
longer exist.

Since there is no government, paradism is also a society without politicians. Contrary to
what we’ve been taught, the ability to organize ourselves into a harmonious society doesn’t
come from the existence of a government. It comes from applying basic principles of love,
compassion, cooperation and respect for each and every life form.

In fact, history tells us that peoples and governments are often in conflict. Humans yearn
for freedom; it's in their nature to rebel against any authority that tries to control them or
make them conform.
Therefore, to maintain harmony and social cohesion, we must abandon any idea of
subjecting people to an authority. No authority can remove an individual’s inherent right
and responsibility to make decisions and assume all the consequences of those decisions.

4. Paradism is a leisure society, a paradise on Earth

Although they no longer have to work, people are never bored or inactive. By its very nature, paradism creates a multitude of meaningful activities that contribute to the happiness
and fulfillment of individuals as well as to the harmony of the entire society. New and established recreational activities, sports arenas, playgrounds and amusement parks are
constantly available at no cost whatsoever. And everyone can also travel as often as desired, as far as desired, to enjoy the wonders of our planet. All transportation, for any distance, is completely free.
Education of all kinds is also free and available. Every person has the time and resources
to learn, practice and develop skills or knowledge in any subject area or art form. Those
who like to do scientific research, or to introduce new inventions or create new art forms,
are encouraged and supported.

Everyone is also encouraged to grow spiritually, in the direction of his or her own choice.
The happiness and harmony of each person contributes to the welfare of the whole society
in a very positive way.

Artists are continually reshaping our surroundings, rendering them ever more beautiful
and challenging for all to enjoy. Since money no longer exists, art is appreciated solely for
its intrinsic, subjective value. Creative works are valued strictly for the pleasure or insight
they can bring to others, and those who produce them will offer them purely out of love to
their friends or to the community as a whole.
People no longer have to comply with specified rules of conduct or predetermined behaviour parameters. So long as they respect the freedom and choices of others, they are
free to express their potential and individuality any way they wish.

Summary

The new technologies that will allow us to liberate ourselves and create paradism, a society
of paradise on Earth, cannot be stopped.

That is indeed fortunate, for this chance to create an entirely new society for humanity has
arrived just in time. With continued violence and conflict so prevalent around the world as
a result of today’s completely outmoded economic and governmental systems, paradism
is not only inevitable but necessary for the very survival of humanity on this planet.
The time has come to adopt paradism as our new model of society!

"There is no reason to be poor with the level of technology we currently have."

Rael,

Our current social and economic system versus paradism:

The following chart compares our current situation with a potential world in which the
principles and values of paradism prevail.
Current system

Paradism

Promotes ignorance and fear to benefit the minority that seeks to Promotes education and seeks to maximize happiness and
harmony. Everyone benefits.
maximize profits.
Characterized by minority ownership of resources, services and
manufacturing companies.

Characterized by communization of resources, services and
manufacturing companies.

Ideas and discoveries are copyrighted and priced to benefit a
few individuals or companies.

Ideas and discoveries are freely dispersed for the betterment of
the entire community.

Wastes resources to increase economic consumption, thereby
increasing production and profits.

A small minority enjoys abundant goods and services.

Social injustice: increasing poverty and an ever-widening gap
between rich and poor. Some citizens lack even the most basic
goods and services.

New production technologies (especially robotics) mostly benefit
business owners, causing higher unemployment rates and additional impoverishment.
Increased gains in productivity mean more profit for the minority
and less access to abundance for the community
The wealth of the owner minority is rigorously protected.
Capitalism's values prevail. They include competition, private
property, power, and continued growth. But profit is primary.
The current banking system enslaves nations and impoverishes
their citizens by creating debt that can never be repaid. Funding
is limited to projects that increase profits for banks and other financial institutions, resource and production companies and multinational corporations.
Despite astounding technological advances, private production

Large-scale production involves the unacceptable waste of natural resources and contributes to environmental destruction.
Scientific discoveries enrich a minority. Research that is unlikely
to generate short-term profits is discouraged or terminated.
Developments in robotics increase productivity, thereby increasing profits for a few.

A wealthy minority is enriched through the labour of workers who
are experiencing a steady decline in purchasing power.

Protects resources and the environment by producing durable
items with optimized components.

The entire community enjoys abundant goods and services.

Social justice: equal access by all citizens to all goods and services after a peaceful revolution that dramatically narrowed the
gap between rich and poor.

New production technologies have freed citizens from work and
provided abundant goods and services. Additional improvements
benefit everyone, not just a few.
Increased gains in productivity enrich the entire community and
provide better access to the abundance of goods and services.
Wealth produced by automation is distributed equably to all
citizens of the community.

Paradism’s values prevail. They include cooperation, collaboration, sharing, caring and fairness. Happiness and harmony are
primary.

In the transitional period between capitalism and paradism, the
banking system will belong to the community. Loans of existing
money will be made without interest to fund projects that improve
the well being of the entire community. After full paradism is achieved, banks and money will cease to exist.
Collectivized production and distribution ensures the wellbeing
of the entire community.

Cutting-edge technology, especially 3D printing and nanotechnology provides production on demand while saving natural resources and preserving the environment.of natural resources,

Scientific discoveries serve the entire community. Child and adult
labour have vanished and everyone enjoys a high quality of life.
Increased productivity achieved by robotics allows access to
abundance for everyone.

Community enrichment and disappearance of the obligation to
work and eventually the abolition of money

Under paradism, every human being enjoys social equity and
Social inequities are leading toward a major revolt by the econofree access to the abundance of goods and services made posmically deprived. By doing tedious work for low pay, the poor are
sible through science and technology.
modern-day slaves trapped in a flagrantly unjust societal system.
They enjoy the paradise Earth was meant to be.

With scientific and technological advances progressing at an exponential rate, the McKinsey
Institute foresees the possible disappearance of another 140 million skilled, high-level jobs
by 2025.
Computers are also continuing to evolve at previously unimaginable speed. They will soon
be able to complete almost any task, improving the quality of human life in dozens of ways.

Paradism is not only a solution for a better society; it is a necessity. Human beings will have
a future on this planet only if society becomes more humane by fostering cooperation rather
than greed and protects the environment from further abuse.

Paradism provides the means for humanity to evolve beyond what we can imagine today.
(For more details, see Appendix Chapter 3.) 6

Appendix Chapter 8 provides a phased plan for first accelerating our progress toward paradism and then implementing it. Included are guidelines for conceiving a beautiful, efficient,
easily manageable and human-scale city. Taken together, the guidelines describe what the
city of Montreal, Canada, could become, but they can also be applied at various levels to
other cities and villages.

6. Editorial: A. I. (Artificial Intelligence) could make 140 million skilled jobs disappear around in 2025…
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